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Symmetry breaking in the metal-insulator transition of BaVS3
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It has been believed for a long time that the metal-to-insulator~MI ! transition of BaVS3 is not accompanied
by any spatial order of the spin and lattice. We have carried out x-ray-diffraction measurements of BaVS3

single crystals using a laboratory x-ray source as well as synchrotron radiation, and found that superlattice
reflections which double the lattice constantc exist below the transition temperature. The most probable space
group at the low-temperature insulator phase contains two inequivalent vanadium sites, and thus a charge
disproportionation of the vanadium ions is considered the main cause of the MI transition.
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A metal-to-insulator~MI ! transition is one of the interest
ing subjects in condensed-matter physics, and is observe
many real materials. According to the dimensionality, ba
filling, bandwidth, and a certain degree of freedom wh
shows symmetry breaking, there are a wide variety
transitions,1 some of which are still controversial in th
mechanism, for instance, the Verwey transition
magnetite.2,3

The MI transition in BaVS3 is one such unresolved issu
In spite of intensive investigations over three decades,4–17

the character of the transition is not well understood. One
the largest problems is the driving force of the MI transitio
No breaking of symmetry, such as magnetic ordering a
structural distortion, which accompanies the MI transiti
has been reported to date.8,9 Hence the order parameter of th
transition has been vague, and it is even suggested tha
transition is a realization of the pure Mott transition.14,15An-
other problem is the nature of the insulator phase below
MI transition at TMI570 K. The magnetic susceptibility
shows a Curie-Weiss like behavior aboveTMI , and decrease
steeply belowTMI with decreasing temperature.5,11,15 This
large reduction of the susceptibility is not caused by m
netic ordering. Neutron powder diffraction measureme
revealed that no magnetic Bragg reflection appears just
low TMI .9,16 Instead, Nakamuraet al. found that long-range
incommensurate magnetic order sets in atTX530 K, well
below TMI .16 The ordered moment was estimated to
0.5mB /V ion. Therefore, the insulator phase betweenTMI
and TX is a phase which has no magnetic long-range or
and suppressed magnetic moments. Nevertheless, the gr
state is not a complete singlet and 50% of spins are
magnetic. A model of the MI transition in BaVS3, therefore,
must interpret this complicated magnetic behavior simu
neously. Such a coherent picture of the insulator phase
not been obtained so far.

In this paper, we have performed single-crystal x-ra
diffraction measurements in order to find the hidden or
parameter of the MI transition in BaVS3. Rather surprisingly,
it was a structural phase transition, which has long been
0163-1829/2002/66~7!/073108~4!/$20.00 66 0731
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lieved to be absent. We found superlattice reflections wh
double the unit cell along thec axis, and confirmed that the
intensity of the reflections disappears atTMI . We also carried
out a preliminary check of the space group using synchrot
radiation. Based on the obtained results, the origin of the
transition is discussed.

BaVS3 crystallizes into a hexagonal structure~space
group P63 /mmc, a56.719 Å, andc55.619 Å) at room
temperature, which is characterized by VS3 chains running
along thec axis @Fig. 1~a!#. A structural phase transition
takes place atTS5240 K, and the crystal system becom
orthorhombic. Since the transition is of second-order ty
the space group belowTS is consideredCmcm or its
subgroups.9,8 We use the space groupCmcm in this paper,
because the suggested space groupCmc21 is incompatible
with our observation. As already mentioned, BaVS3 under-
goes a MI transition atTMI570 K from the high-temperature
metallic phase to the low-temperature insulator phase, wh
is followed by a magnetic phase transition with a propa
tion vector Q5(0.226, 0.226,0) in a hexagonal setting
TX530 K @Fig. 1~b!#.

FIG. 1. ~a! Crystal structure of BaVS3 at the orthorhombic phase
(Cmcm). Large and small shaded spheres show barium and v
dium ions, respectively. The sulfur ions reside at the vertices of
octahedra.~b! Structural, transport, and magnetic properties
BaVS3 as a function of temperature. AF is the antiferromagnetica
ordered phase.
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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Single crystals in needlelike shapes were synthesized
tellurium flux method, and then were annealed in the pr
ence of sulfur vapor in order to compensate for defici
sulfur.18 The x-ray-diffraction measurements were carri
out using a two-axis diffractometer at IMRAM, Tohok
University.19 Mo Ka radiations from a rotating anode~50
kV, 60 mA! were monochromatized by a pyrolytic graphi
002 crystal. The scattered x rays were detected by an im
plate as well as a sodium-iodine scintillation detector.
single crystal, the dimensions of which aref0.233 mm2,
was mounted on the cold finger of a closed-cycle He ref
erator. Due to the large sample size, the sample was a
tidomain below the structural transition atTS . The sample
mosaic spread also became broad from 0.13°~300 K! to 1.5°
~25 K!.

We also performed synchrotron x-ray-diffraction me
surements at beamline BL02B1 of SPring-8.20 Synchrotron
radiations were monochromatized by a Si 311 double-cry
monochromator, and higher harmonics were eliminated
the use of mirrors. The x-ray energy was 30 keV. A sm
single crystal was mounted on the cold finger of a clos
cycle He refrigerator on a four-circle diffractometer. Becau
of the small sample size (10031003150 mm3), the sample
was single-domain belowTS. The sample mosaic was abo
0.16° at low temperatures. In addition, the transmission
x-rays at 30 keV through BaVS3 of 100 mm thick is about
75%, and hence the absorption correction to the diffrac
intensity is not very significant for this small crystal.

We first took oscillation photographs at 100 K~above
TMI) and at 25 K~below TMI) using an image plate. Thec
axis of the sample was vertical to the scattering plane,
the sample was rotated about thec axis by 30°. The results
are shown in Fig. 2. The vertical direction of the photogra

FIG. 2. Oscillation photographs of BaVS3. ~a! At 100 K ~above
TMI). The white points are fundamental Bragg reflectionshkl, and
are classified byl from bottom (l 522) to top (l 52). ~b! At 25 K
~belowTMI). Superlattice reflections are observed onl 5n1

1
2 lines.

Three superlattice points are shown by arrows.
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corresponds to the crystallinec* axis, while the horizontal
direction is the superposition of thea* -b* plane. Thus
Bragg reflectionshkl appear as horizontal lines with differ
ent values ofl in the photographs. AboveTMI , no significant
intensity is observed other than the fundamental Bragg lin
In contrast, well belowTMI , weak superlattice reflections ar
clearly observed just midway between the Bragg lines, in
cating a structural phase transition which doubles thec axis
exists belowTMI . We then measured Weissenberg pho

graphs of the (h,k,0), (h,k, 1
2 ), and (h,k,1) planes at 25 K.

In the (h,k,0) and (h,k,1) planes, only fundamental reflec
tions were observed ath1k52n. No additional peak was

found. On the other hand, in the (h,k, 1
2 ) plane, superlattice

reflections were observed ath1k52n11. Accordingly, the
reflection condition ish1k12l 52n for hkl, and thus it was
found that the superlattice is anI lattice ~body-centered lat-

tice!. In the (h,k, 1
2 ) plane, superlattice reflections are inten

around theb* axis, while no peak is found around thea*
axis.

In order to show that the observed structural distortion
associated with the MI transition, the intensity of a superl
tice reflection was measured as a function of tempera
using a scintillation detector. As shown in Fig. 3, the int
grated intensity at~0, 11, 1

2! decreases smoothly with increa
ing temperature, and vanishes just atTMI , as a characteristic
of a second-order phase transition. The result definitely ill
trates that the structural distortion~or what directly couples
to the structural distortion! is the primary order parameter o
the MI transition.

The space group gives crucial information about the ty
of structural phase transition which takes place atTMI . Syn-
chrotron radiation experiments were carried out for an e
mation of the space group belowTMI . We first confirmed the
reflection condition. We measured reflections on t
(0,0,l ),(0,k, 1

2 ),(h,0,12 ) and (h,0,1) lines at 30 K, and a

weak but finite intensity of superlattice reflections at (h,0,12 )
was observed. The total reflection conditions were as
lows; for the superlattice (c852c), hkl: h1k1 l 52n, hk0:
h1k52n, h0l : h1 l 52n, 0kl: k1 l 52n, h00: h52n,
0k0: k52n, and 00l : l 52n. This shows that the superlattic
is an I lattice without any glide plane.

FIG. 3. Integrated intensity of the superlattice reflection 0 11
2

as a function of temperature. The intensity decreases with incr
ing temperature, and vanishes just at the transition temperatureTMI

~570 K!.
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We then confirmed the Laue symmetry of the lattice. Fo
superlattice reflections at~0,67,60.5! are shown in Fig. 4.
Obviously theI (QW )s ~the diffracted intensity at a momentum
transfer QW ) are not all identical, although the momentu
transfers are symmetric. Since the condition thatI (QW )5I

(2QW ) ~the so-called Friedel pair! is fulfilled, that is
I (0,7,0.5)>I (0,7̄,0.5̄) and I (0,7̄,0.5)>I (0,7,0.5̄), the effect
of absorption is considered rather small in these data.
equality in the diffracted intensities therefore indicates
lack of mirror planes perpendicular to theb andc axes and
the twofold axes parallel to theb andc axes. We could not
obtain convincing data for superlattice reflections includ
the a* axis, because of the weak intensity. Although t
observed lattice constanta was nearly 90°, the data show
in Fig. 4 imply that the crystal structure belowTMI is a
monoclinic lattice of the uniquea axis.

Combining the results for the reflection conditions and
Laue symmetry, possible space groups areI211, Im11, and
I2/m11. Since it seems that the MI transition is of seco
order, the space group belowTMI is a subgroup of the spac
group aboveTMI (Cmcm). Under this restriction, relation
between Cmcm and the possible low-temperature spa
groups are summarized in Table. I.21

It is likely that the overall pattern of superlattice refle
tions in a monoclinic lattice should be reminiscent of that
its supergroup. In this sense, the space groupI211 is not
plausible. The space groupI2/c11 ~the supergroup ofI211)
has a reflection conditionk,l 52n for 0kl, and hence there is
no superlattice reflection at (0,k, 1

2 ). However, the observed
pattern of superlattice reflections in the (h,k, 1

2 ) plane is
weak around thea* axis and strong around theb* axis. On
the other hand, the reflection conditions ofIm2m are the
same as the observed ones. In addition, the relatively st
intensity of the superlattice reflections suggests that the
tensity mainly arises from the displacement of the heavy

FIG. 4. Rocking curves of four symmetric superlattice refle
tions in theb* -c* plane. The asymmetry of superlattice reflectio
in intensity suggests that the mirror planes perpendicular to thb
and c axes and the twofold axes parallel to theb and c axes are
missing.

TABLE I. Group-subgroup chains for subgroups ofCmcm
which satisfy the reflection condition and the Laue symmetry.

~i! Cmcm→C2/m11→I2/c11→I211
~ii ! Cmcm→Cm2m→Im2m→Im11
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ions. The observed weak intensity of superlattice reflecti
around thea* axis indicates that the displacement of the
ions parallel to thea axis is small. In the space groupIm2m,
the Ba ions are at 2a (0,y,0), 2b (0,y, 1

2 ), and 4c (0,y,z and
0,y,z̄) sites, and actually there is no displacement fro
highly symmetric positions along thea axis. Accordingly, the
best candidate for the space group belowTMI is Im11. We
also think that the space groupIm2m ~the supergroup of
Im11) already contains major features of the transition,
cause superlattice reflections appear at this space grou
the following discussion about the order parameter of the
transition, we postulate that the space group belowTMI is
Im2m.

A notable difference between the space groupsCmcm
and Im2m is the number of vanadium sites. All vanadiu
ions occupy the equivalent 4a site in Cmcm, whereas in
Im2m the vanadium ions are divided into two crystall
graphically independent 4c sites ~we refer to them as VA
and VB) and pairs of the same kind of the vanadiu
ions align along thec axis in an alternative manner
VA-VA-VB-VB-VA-VA-VB-VB-. It is therefore likely that a
charge disproportionation~CD! of the vanadium ions is the
major driving force of the MI transition in BaVS3. The CD is
probably partial, i.e., 2V41→V41d1V42d, d.0. If d.1, a
large modulation of the spin density along thec axis is ex-
pected, because V51 ions have no magnetic moment. How
ever, such a modulation was not observed in neutron diffr
tion experiments.16

One might regard this charge~and structural! modulation
along thec axis as being caused by a Peierls-type transit
due to the chain-like structure of BaVS3. However, the elec-
tronic conductivity of BaVS3 is not highly anisotropic and
rather three dimensional.15 A band structure calculated b
Mattheiss also exhibits only weak anisotropic features.22 The
MI transition in BaVS3 may not stem from a Peierls-typ
instability.

The huge reduction of the susceptibility atTMI is still an
open question. In the space groupIm2m, the vanadium ions
make pairs along thec axis. The atomic coordinates of th
vanadium ions are (0,y,z) and (0,y,z̄), and thus the vana
dium ions are no longer equidistant along the vanadi
chain ~the c axis!. We consider VA-VA and VB-VB pairings
here. Supposing that the coupling between VA spins is anti-
ferromagnetic, the suppression of the magnetic susceptib
at the MI transition can be ascribed to the formation of s
glet pairs. On the other hand, the coupling between theB
spins must be ferromagnetic~otherwise the ground state be
comes a singlet! and the surviving VB spins cause a magneti
long-range order at 30 K. However, this scenario also res
in a large modulation of the spin density along thec axis and
fails to explain the neutron-diffraction results.16 Finally, we
mention the structure between the chains. In thez50 and
1
2 planes, the VA and VB ions cause stripes, which show a
alternate alignment along theb axis, and an expected pos
tional modulation of the Ba ions caused by this stripe orde
consistent with the observed intense superlattice reflect
around theb* axis.

In summary, an x-ray-diffraction study of single-cryst
BaVS3 has been made, and a structural phase transi

-
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which accompanies the MI transition was found. The sy
metry consideration suggests that a pronounced featur
the insulator phase is two inequivalent vanadium sites,
from this result we propose a charge disproportionation
the vanadium ions as a possible origin of the MI transitio
Although the magnetic properties of the low-temperature
sulator phase are not fully accounted for as yet, a solid b
for further experimental and theoretical investigations on t
MI transition is established.
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